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The top 5 priorities to secure Ireland’s future:
1. “Murderers (see overleaf) out of Government, into jail”: the current “Govern-
ments” depend on bribery, corruption, censorship, misinformation and, recent-
ly, the return to their policy of plausibly-deniable mass murder of Irish citizens. 
The abolition of the two illegal “Governments” remains equal top priority with...

2. The continuing development of our new Irish Republic Poblċt nh Éρn 
2020- in all it’s facets. To summarise, Poblċt nh Éρn 2020- is the implemen-
tation by volunteers of the decisions of fully and truthfully informed citizens. 
Issues are covered and fully discussed by our media, then decisions are made 
by the people by direct referenda in which we vote on issues, not personalities. 
These decisions are then implemented by volunteers, so corruption is demol-
ished permanently.

3. That we individually and collectively break free from the mental cells we are 
still locked in by the total corruption of mainstream media and increasingly by 
all internet-based communication, which is viciously censored and manipulated 
by our enemies – especially what is falsely called “social media”. All these are 
skewed to serve us up the big lies that our oppressors need us to swallow.

4. That we continue the dialogue and rebuilding of our movement towards the 
governance of Ireland by it’s people: the Irish Republic/Democracy.

5. That we continue the development of our independent Media and Education 
systems to serve our people with reliable, solid, true information. This is where 
consensus lies and is why these things have been Britain’s top targets for sabo-
tage for centuries, leaving a mentally dependent, colonized population that is 
denied an independent existence from it’s masters. We have been fragmented by 
the enemies through being misinformed and fed propaganda and lies.
This will end as we replace it with genuine systems provided by the people, for 
the people.



At least 8 proofs of Guilt:
1. By a deliberate 72 day delay

in reacting to the knowledge of a lethal virus...

2. The Irish Government’s advisors predicted
that Covid would kill 30,000 people in Ireland.
Yet they took no action to protect the people...

3. By suppressing at least two effective cures...

4. By misleading the public and falsifying figures to intimi-
date and to coerce people into “consenting” to an untested 

injection...

5. By exempting the criminal pharmaceutical companies 
from any liability...

6. By isolating people and restricting social contacts...

7. By pushing an untested and dangerous injection, in collu-
sion with big-business drug-dealers

who pose as “Vaccine” manufacturers...

8. By the blatant use of the state broadcaster
RTÉ as a misinformation and propaganda network,

that has consistently lied to our people...

they are guilty of deliberate, premeditated

MASS MURDER.
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